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Abstract: This paper aims to confirm the existence of similarity and heteroscedasticity among
altematives and'to examine the effectiveness of new discrete choice models that can ielax thE
IIA property of MNL model uith the context of time choice. As an empirical study. two
nonllAmodels are cstimated tir describe the anival time choice behavior uhder the flei-time
working hours, those are Paired Combinatorial Logit (PCL) model and Heteroscedastic
Extreme Value (HEV) model. The continuous arrival time is categorized into three different
discretc alternatives with various time periods and time lengths of alternatives in order to
observe the influence of time categorizes. The estimation results of the PCL and HEV models
show that the similarity and heteroscedasticity are ineligible in case of time choice.
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I.INTRODUCTION

MNL lMultinomial Logit) model. based on the random utility maximization theory. has a verl
simple and intuitive form of choice probability. lt leads to the lhct that the MNL model is
often applied to travel behavior analysis and travel demand forecasting. because of its
computational convenience. The MNL model supports the restrictil'e llA llndependence ol
Irreverent from Alternatives) property based on some assumptions.

One of the assumptions is the IID assumption. which assumes the random components ol
utilitr functions of different alternatives are independent and identically distributed with
(irrrrrhcl. Hence. it has been pointed out that tlie biases in estimated parameters arise
lie ,t'tcttllv.

( trnsidcr the modeling of travel time choice behavior. The curve fitting methods including
regression models and duration models have often been employed to describe the observeil
distribution. while the individual decision makine Drocess cannot be tackled with anv theories
such as random utility maximization. and transfrit policies are insensitively evaluaied based
on the models. This is why discrete choice m6dels' are commonly used td predict the time
choice behavior.

The sequential time categories seems dependent each other. because the levels ofservices are
variant in series and are almost equivalent between the moments before and aller a boundarv
of time categories. Moreover. thd differences between cstinrated and observed time choicl.
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results may strongly depend on the definition of tilne categories. If most respondents face the
above boundary problem, the enors will not be identical and indepeirdent across the
alternatives.

In this paper, we aim to confirm the existence of similariry and heteroscedasticity among time
choice ali:rnatives and to examine ttre effectiveness of new discrete choice mridels thit can
relax the IID assumption of MNL model on time choice. First, in Chapter 2, we review and
summarize non-IlA models recently developed. Secondly, we explain-truo non-IlA models,
namely PCL model and HEV modei in aetait. finatty, in chapter 4, we apply the two modeli
to analyze time choice behavior to examine their effeitiveness'.

2. DISCRETE CHOICE MODELS WITH FLEXIBLE ERROR STRUCTURE

Various models have recently been developed in order to relax the trD assumption fully or
partially. These models are roughly classifibd into *ree categories by the folloiving relaiing
approach; l1 relaxing the assumption of independent and identical distribution, 2) relaxing the
assumption of independent distribution, and 3) relaxing the assumption of identical
disribution.

( I ) Models relaxing the assumption of independent and identical distribution

The most general models, without any restrictive assumption on eror sEucture, are the MNP
(Multinomial Probit) model and the MXL (Mixed L,ogit) model.

The MNP model allows a flexible structure for the covariance among the random
components of the altematives. However, this model requires high-dimensional multivariate
normal integration of the order of the number of the altematives in the choice probability
expressions. Several efficient simulation methods, which approximate the high-dimension
integration, have been developed since 90's. (eg. Yai et.al. 1997)

The MXL model is a more flexible logit model with random-coefficients, but does not support
the IIA property. The various distributions of ttre coefficients in utility function can provide
not only heterogeneity over respondents, but also correlation and heteroscedasticity among
alternatives.

Mass Point L,ogit (MPL) model which was proposed by Sugie et al. (1999) is also a kind of
MXL model, in which several mass points separate the error disribution.

(2) Models relaxing the assumption of independent disribution

All models in this group belong to GEV model family (McFadden, 1978). The advantage of
the GEV models is to maintain closed-form expressions for choice probabilities.

The simplest model that permits covariance in error components is called as NL (Nested
logit) model. The NL mbdel has a logsum parameter that determines the correlation in
unobserved components among altematives in a nest, while 0re model cannot deal with the
correlations irmong altematives in the other nests.

PCL (Paired Combinatorial togit) model has a more general form of correlations {rmong
altematives than NL model. This model allows differential correlations across all pairs of
alternatives. The degrees of correlations are measured by unknown similarity parameters.

CNL (Cross-Nested Logit) model has also more general. kr this model, an altemative needs
not be exclusively assigrred to one nest as in thE nested logit structure, and an alternative
appears in multiille nEst in a same level with different-weights defined as allocation
parameters.

GNL (Generalized Nested Lngit) model has the most general structure, because of combining
the above characteristics of the PCL and CNL models. The model has similarity parameters
,rmong possible all pairs of alternatives and allocation parameters of all nests. The GNL model
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conesponds to PCL model when all allocation parzrmeters are constrained to be equal, while
the model also becomes CNL model when all similarity parameters are constrained to be
equal.

The NL, CNL and GNL models all require a priori specification of the hierarchical nest
strucfure. More alternatives respondents have, more possible structures exist. However, only
PCL model can avoid such a burdensome task. The PCL is the most suitable since it i's
difficult for analysts to predetermine the appropriate correlation stucture. Consequently, the
PCL model is employed in the rest of this study.

Table l. Models wittr non-independent and non-identical enor disnibution

Multinomial Probit (MNP) model (Daganz o, 197 9)

4 = f ,=':* f, ,=':* f .-!--*' i6Vqi^ "'drtizdrtir

;1bt) = (z o)lm -r) t z 
1s;t 

r z.*o[ 
- ] r' r -, rl

lii=ei-ei
Pi: choice probability ofalternative i

Vi: observed utility of altemative i
€i: random utility of altemative I

S: errorvariance-covariancematrix
Mt*d t g,

A = [r,(dt(rttoVrr

, exp(v; + 11)\=rffij+;t)
j

Q: random realization parameter

C) : vector of underlying moment parameters

/: probability density function

Mass Point Lngit (MPL) model (Sugie et. d., 1999)

, _$ exp(Vi+€a)tt-L I Pk
k=l 

lexp(W'+fti')
i'=l
m

r.r. Lpr =t pr >o
k=l

(: location parameter
p: weight parameter
t number of mass points

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)
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fable 2. Models with non-independent but identical error distribution
Nested Logit (NL) model (McFadden, 1978)

I-* = h LexJt^l r r.ogsum parameterr* 7 '1,* )'
P* : Choice probability of altemative l in nest j and t (7; lower oest )

or ; Structure parameter (Similarity parameter)

(7)

(8)

Prjk =

J: Number of altematives
a : Allocation parameter

Cross-Nested Lngit (CNL)

4 =Lhrrx P^ =\

r., Zor^=1, Yiai^>0, Yi,m

N- : Set ofdl ult"-utives included in nest rn

(10)

model (Vovsha I

I
(a;^exp(v));
, .l

Lb.-*p(viY'F
ielY

997)

I
-t-\

Zl >Q,^*.(r,)El
n [;et. )

Zb-"-n(rr)El'
jeN. )

Generalized Nested

P, =LPil^xP^ =

,t., Lar^ =1,

(ll)

(GNL) model (Wen

I
(a;^exp(v))*

Z@**p(Y,h:
jeN.

aim>O, Yi,m

al, 2000)
/ \li,( .. r I -

I Zl" t^.^p(vj [t I

[,,.,v- )

;[,].9-".''n'Hl

logit
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Table 3. Models with independent but non-identical error distribution
Heteroscedastic Extreme Value (HEV) model (Bhal 1995)

A=+6
Pi = I llFlo jvt -vi + eS)ei1(eieipe; (t2)

a=-o j*i,jeC
F cumulative density function
0i scale parameter of altemative /

Oddball Alternative model (Recker, 1995)

e =-:&j4I-- l-0,"*v(q,)r rr(o)l yier,i*r, (r3)

V(--A,t*i

^ 
_"*p(vi *i, * rti *ir)

a' = >efit;,ti (14)

Yt=l,t*k

(3) Models relaxing the assumption of identical distribution

Several models that allow non-identical random components have been proposed. HEV
(Heteroscedastic Exteme Value) model is an alternative of these discrete choice models. The
main virtues of the HEV model are its allowance of different variance of error term across
alternatives. Unlike the NL model, the model does not require the prior partitioning of the
choice set into munrally exclusive branches

Oddball Alternative model oermits the random utilirv variance of one "oddball" altemative to
be lareer than those of bther alternatives. This model has a closed-form for choice
probabllities. However, it is restrictive in requiring that all altematives except the one oddball
have identical variance. Therefore, the HEV'modEl using in this srudy is mbre flexible rather
than the Oddball Altemative model.

3. MODEL CHARACTERISTICS

a) PCL model

PCL model is derived from GEV function by refening Chu (1989). The GEV model can be
derived from following function.

G(\,Yz,...,Yn\ Yr,rr,"...,Yn > o ( 15)

which is non-negative, homogeneous of degree one, approached infinity with any ri,
i=1,2,....n and fias lih crosiaartial derivatlves whibh^are non-negative for odd I and
non-positive for even /<. Suppose a given function which satisfies such three conditions
defines a probability function for alternative i as

where Gi is the flust derivatives of G with respect to yi. The transformation, f =exp({),
where 14 represents the observable components of the utility for altemative i, is used to eniure
positive Yr. The PCL model is derived from the function G:

( l6)4=
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G(Yt,Yz,. . ., Yn) =ii!:'' -", * rt r t-o,l- o'

i=l i* j

where the double summation includes all pairs of altematives in the choice set and a,, is an
index of the similariry between altemative i and i. The PCL model is consistent with fandom
utiliry maximization if the conditions, 0 s o < t, are satisfied for all pairs. If o, = g fs1 al1
alternative pairs, the PCL model collapses to the MNL model.

Substituting equation E. (17). into. Eq. (16) and using the transformarion of Il gives the
proDaDlllry ot choosurg alternatrves i as

(t7)

Eq.(18) corresponds to Eq. (9) by substitutinfl o;i nto l-oii and by canceling our a.
This expression can be rewrltten as

r; =\r1;iPi1
j*i

_\- -,[*r) {-{+).*,(+)}'"'fr,m^

(18)

(le)

, (20)

whgre P* is the conditional probability of choosing altemative i given the chosen binary pair
md p,, is the unobserved prdbabiliry firr the pair olaltemative i aid j.

b) HEV model

HEV model supposes that the random component of utility function is distibuted
independently but not identically. The CDF for eath random compbnent is the type I extreme
disribution with zero mean and'scale parameter 4 . Hence, ttre CDF of the randirin error lerm
and ttre choice probability of altemative i are writtdn as

F(a) =exp(- exp(- eiti)),
6=fi

4 = I nrlarvl -vi +eitp11@ielPei
6=-o j*i,jeC

The probabilities and derivatives must be evaluated numerically, as there is no closed form for
the integral. This model has one-dimensional integral, so thai Gauss-[aguerre quadrature is
required=for par.uneter estimation. (Bhat, I 995)

(21)

(22)
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4. EMPIRICAL STT]DY

(1) Data Characteristics

A questionnaire survey was conducted for full time workers in the office, which has
introduced the flex-time- working hglor -ln Hiroshima, 1997, n -qrder to analyze workers'
comm.uting be^havior qndpr_the *orking hours. The number of effective respoirses came to
301; *rat was96.27o of whole samples. -

Figure I shows the observed distibution of workers' arrival time at office. The respondents
fulfilled the perceived arrival time in minute. The average of office arrival time indicites 8:56
a.m., which is in the peak of the disnibution.

Number of respondents
90

^,to^|s ^.!o 
ogsd oO ,oto ,P pops,"f atr,"s f p.rt of

Figure l. Distribution of observed arrival time

For the sake of applying discrete choice models to this arrival time choice dara. the followine
subordinate works are needed. First, the reported continuous arrival time is sliced off int5
three discrete categories. Three different cas'es with the combination of various time periods
and time lengths of alternatives are defined in order to investigate the influence ,if time
categorizes on the similarity and heteroscedasticity (Fig. 2).

The altematives 2 and 3 have a common boundary of categories at 9:00, which is equal to the
peak of the responded time distribution in Cases I and 2, while they have a different boundarv
at 9:30 in Case 3. Stonger similariry might appear between thE error components of thl:
alternatives 2 and3 in Caie I and 2, iince-manyiesponses would shift to another sequential
altemative if the time is -re-categorized only a few ririnutes later. Moreover, to comp'are the
influence of difference of timl lingttu the rlnge of the altemative 2 in case I is set ip to 60
minutes, whereas 40 minutes in Caie 2.
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Case I Alt.3

::

Alt.3

Case 3

60 minutes

Figure 2. Definitions of arrival time categories

Table 4. Number of conesponding responses to categories

Alt. I Alt.2 Alt.3

Casel

Case2

Case3

14(5Vo) 167 (55?o) 120 (40vo)

25 (8%) 156(52vo) 120 (40Vo)

57 (19?o\ 228(76Vo\ 16(51o')

(7o in parentheses)

Figure 3 shows the proportions of respondents' commuting modes and marriage status. More
than half of workers travel to their office by car, and the other 20 percent of workers use
public transportation (train, bus or tram). Coriceming the individual m^arriage status, less than
20 percent of workers are single, so that a fifth of wbrkers have no constraint on time choice
by their household members.

The relationship between the workers' arrival time and age is shown in Figure 4. Younger
workers tpnd to arrive at the office later.

Mode for
commuting

Marriage status

?-UVo 40Vo 60Vo

Figure 3. Commuting mode and household

60 minutes

40 minutes
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Figure 4. Relationship between office arrival time and age

Figure 5 shows the relationship between office arrival time and commuting travel time.
W-orkers who have shorter ravef time tend to arrival at the office later, because they have less
risk of ravel delay. It is found that individual socio-demographic characteristics and the level
of travel services Significantly affect on the time choice behavior.

The Effectiveness of Non'IIA Models on Time Choice Behavior Analvsis

arrival time

-800

-900

901-

4AVo 60Vo 80Vo lNVo

arrival time commuting
travel time

-800

-900

901-

Figure 5. Relationship between office arrival time and commuting travel time

(2) Model Estimation and Discussions

The PCL and HEV models are estimated in three different cases in order to examine the
influences of time categories on the similarity and hgleroscedasticity of altematives_ u1 Figyge
2. The estimation resuiis of the MNL, PCL ;nd HEV models are sf,own in Table 5, 6 an? 7,
resoectivelv. These models can be estimated by usins MLE, similar to the conventional MNL
models. It is not required to employ any complicated-simulation procedure.

The PCL and HEV models are superior to the MNL model in terms of the log-likelihood ratio.
Some estimated parameters show inconsistent effects (ie. unexpected positive or negative
signs of parametbrs). For instance, the estimated parameters of marriage status 'single'
dummy arb positive in Cases I and 2, but negative in Case 3, and the signs of parameters of
'comniuter liy public transportation' dummy ie variant over cases. These-resulti tum out that
some public'nansportatioh users and single workers have a tendency to be included in
different alternatives by different definitions of time categories.

Regarding on the estimated
excluding o n'n Cases 2 and
categories are not independent.

results of similarity parameters, all similarity parameters
3 are statistically significant. It is, therefore, found the time

Journal of the Eastern Asia Society forTransportation Studies. Vol.4. No.2. October. 2001
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(4.360)" (3.120)"

Gummv)_ ._ _ (0.127) (0.160) (-1.094)
Constant for Alt. 2

(hour)
Commuter by car
(dummy)
Commuter by public transportation
(dummy)
Age
(year)
Single

Constant for Alt. 3

Constant for AIt. 3

on

otl

ozl

Maximum LogJikelihood
Adj usted Log-likelihood ratio

(-2.479)'
0.343

(r.200)
0.537 0.078(1.916) (1.363)

0.174
(0.492)
0.041

0.329 {.050(1.02s) ({.164)
0.045 0.078

(2.06s)'
0.044

(3.s22)"
3.907

0.056 -0.453

(s.8e7)'- (5.265) "
4.720 0.297

0.050 0.033
(3.861) " (3.2t48) "

0.124 -0.403

Maximum Log-likelihood
Adj usted Log-likelihood ratio

-244.348 -259.324 -197.010
0.251 0.205 0.396

Number of samples 301 301 301
(t-statistics in parentheses; *: significant at 5 %; **: at l%)

Time boundary between Alt. 2 and 3 9:00 9:fi) 9:30
Time length of Alt. 2 60 min 40 min 60 min

Commuting travel time -0.43
(hour) (-2.499)' (-2.997) " (-3.113)"
Commuter by car 0.306 0.528 0.177(dummy) (1.591) (2.382)' (1.125)
Commuter by public transportarion 0.417 -0.330 0.156(dummy) ( L613) (- 1.593) (0.694)
Age
(year)
Single

0.033
(2.308)'

0.061

(5.517) "
3.543

0.126
(2.s78)"

0.4t4
(3.778)"

0.m9

Gummv)_ . _ (0.372) (0.2t42) G3.l0a)ConstantforAlt,z 3.537 W
(5.0s3) "

3.816
(6.046) "

1.183

0.252 0.105
( l .7 r 5) (0.673)
0.787 0.630(4.600)'- (3.0ss)"
0.855 0.690

IniEATosiiEemooa-
-243.621 -258.033 -t95.779
0.255 0.216 0.398

Number of samples 301 301 301
(t-statistics in parentheses; *: significant at 5 Vo; **: at l7o)

Table 5. Estimation results of MNL model

between Alt. 2 and 3 9:30

(-2.3t1)'
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In order to analyzeltre influence of time length of altematives, we compare the results of Case
I and 2. Commonly, the t-value of o zt, which indicate the similarity between the altematives
2 and 3, is significant. These statistics seem to stem from that the responded office arrival
time was concenEated close to the boundary between the altematives 2 and 3. If the definition
of sequential time categories is shifted by a few minutes later, many respondents will move to
another sequential alternative. This is a reason why ttre similarity betrveen two altematives
highly occurred. Hence it is required to employ the PCL model dealing with the unavoidable
similarity among altematives

In order to analyze the influence of different time period definitions, we compare the
estimation resultsbf Cases I and 3. The comparison of tfie parameter estimates and ritatistics
indicates that higher similarity would occur when the bounilary of categories is set up to close
tq ttrq pe4 .oI thg distribirtion of responded time. The similarity parametei o zr is
significantly higher in Case l, but not in Case 3.

The altematives I and 3 are not sequential, nevertheless the similarity parameters o 13 tre
sigrificant in all cases. This implies that there exist common unobserveil variables, suCh as
preference and taste of activity time at home or office, in these two alternatives.

The scale parameters of the altematives 3 are resticted to 1.0 in estimating HEV model. In
Cqses t and 2, the estimated scale parameters dr of the altemative I are larger than 1.0,
while those of the alternative 2 are smaller than l.d. This means that tavelers wlio choose the
earliest time alternative are apt to change their choices more randomly. Besides, the estimated
scale parameters of d, and 0, in Case I are higher than those in Case 2. The enor variance
of the altemative 2 with wider length of time becomes larger. It is found that many
respondeils concentrate on both bounilaries of the time alternatiie 2. Consequently, the erroi
between the estimated and actual choices arises more frequently under such defiirition. The
estimated scale parameters in Case 3 show that d, is the kirgest-and then d, follows. Hence,
this reflects the'respondents tend to concentrate in the middie of time choile alternatives in
Case 3.

These results suggest that the heteroscedasticity.among altematives clearly exists in time
choice behavior in-d is affected by the time categrines.

To sum up, if continuous time is categorized near the peak of distribution of observed time
choices, the similarity and heteroscedasticity cannot be ignored in this case study. The optimal
predetermination of- the time categories 

'is primarilf required to avoid srich pro6lems.
However, there still remain some n6n-llD eleinents after the optimal categories. From this
point of view, the application of flexible models, like the PCL and HEV models, is effective
in averting the biases in the parameter estimales of conventional MNL model.

5. CONCLUSION

We summarized the non-IIA models that can relax the IID assumption fully or partially. Two
models considering the similarity or heteroscedasticity of alteriatives are appfeA t6 time
choice behavior. Tfie remarkable finaings obtained from this study are as follodsi

L The IID assumption of MNL models is not maintained with the context of time choice
because the similarity and heteroscedasticity appear among time choice altematives.

2. By -comparing u-iou, cases of time periods and time lengths of altematives, it is
confirmed that the degrees of similarity and heteroscedasticity variant over these cases.

3. The concentration of time choices to the boundaries of the predetermined time alternatives
causes the shonger similarity and heteroscedasticity.

However, it seems impossible for analysts to avoid the similarity and heteroscedasticity by
op_tlmizilg the time cdtegories prior to-model buildings. Applying non-IIA models, fikd th6
PCL or HEY model, will conuitiute to acquitting such Surdeisoine-problem and will enable to
estimate with less biases in the parameter Lstima-tes.
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Table 7. Estimation results of HEV model

Tirrc boundary between Alt. 2 and 3 9:00 9:fi) 9:30
Tire range of AIt.2 60 min 40 min 60 min

Comm
(hour)
Commuter by car
(dummy)
Commuter by public transportation
(dummy)
Age
(year)
Single

(-0.1,14)
0.101(0.1,14) (0.856)
0.047 -2.2t2(0.137) ({.5s2)

(-0.931) (-l.ls4)
0.632 0.165

0.007
(0. l ss)

0.102
(1.466)

(0.485)
0.553

(0.434)
0.047

(2.303)'
4.3710.032 0.565

4.167 1.298 5.180

$ . . = .- 0.567 0.376 9.69t
Initial Log-likelihood -330.680 -330.680 -330.680
Maximum Log-likelihood -243.314 -258.010 -195.575
Adjusted Log-likelihood ratio 0.257 0.217 0.399
Number of samples 301 301 301

(t-statistics in parentheses: *: simificant at 5 ?o'. **: at l%l
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